Optical and Electrical Interfacing Technologies for Living Cell Bio-Chips
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Abstract: Whole-cell bio chips for functional sensing integrate living cells on miniaturized platforms made by micro-system-technologies (MST). The cells are integrated, deposited or immersed in a media which is in contact with the chip. The cells behavior is monitored via electrical, electrochemical or optical methods. In this paper we describe such whole-cell biochips where the signal is generated due to the genetic response of the cells. The solid-state platform hosts the biological component, i.e. the living cells, and integrates all the required micro-system technologies, i.e. the microelectronics, micro-electro optics, micro-electro or magneto mechanics and micro-fluidics. The genetic response of the cells expresses proteins that generate: a. light by photo-luminescence or bioluminescence, b. electrochemical signal by interaction with a substrate, or c. change in the cell impedance. The cell response is detected by a front end unit that converts it to current or voltage amplifies and filters it. The resultant signal is analyzed and stored for further processing. In this paper we describe three examples of whole-cell bio chips, photo-luminescent, bioluminescent and electrochemical, which are based on the genetic response of genetically modified \textit{E. coli} microbes integrated on a micro-fluidics MEMS platform. We describe the chip outline as well as the basic modeling scheme of such sensors. We discuss the highlights and problems of such system, from the point of view of micro-system-technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Whole-cell Bio-chips (WCBC) are micro-fabricated platforms that integrate living cells for screening, detection, sensing and monitoring of chemical substances. Such chips include few micro-system technologies and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) such as micro-fluidics, micro actuators, micro-magneto-mechanical systems (MMMS), microelectronics and micro-optics. Combining various micro-technologies, such as micro opto electro mechanical systems (MOEMS), and integrating a biological component allow forming a “lab on chip”. Integrating cells on WCBC can either use the cell functionality or detect mal-functioning cells; both are unique features of such devices. One key consideration of WCBC is the design of a sensitive platform. Integrating living organisms on chip demands special technological solutions for the cells well-being and signal optimization. We will present in this paper highlights and problems of few WCBCs featuring optical, electrochemical and electrical (Impedance) detection.

WCBC can be applied for environmental monitoring [1-11] and medical applications [12-14]. For example cancer cell monitoring and stem cell characterization [15-18] appeared recently. WCBC integrate few technologies from the life science and engineering disciplines. Here is short list of the key problems that require special technological solutions.

1. Cells sampling and deposition; i.e. cell harvesting procedures and cell placement on the chip. Whole-cell lab-on-chips can be used in the laboratory and in field deployable system. The complexity and the level of automation of the cell sampling and deposition depend strongly on the system size as well as over all cost per measurement.

2. Cell storage methods [19, 20], it depends on the cell type, longevity of use and the logistics involved in the specific application.

3. Cell maintenance; depends on the mode of use, type of cells and the application.

4. Cell replacement and disposal. Although there are no regulation for whole-cell bio chip we assume it follows existing cells disposal methods.

Whole-cell biochips offer an inherent advantage for functional sensors, i.e. probing general cell characteristics and behavior. WCBC provide answers to questions dealing with
cell behavior and functionality such as “is the water safe to drink?” [9], “is the environment safe?” [7] or “is the cell cancerous?” [14]. In principle, cells integration on chip can emulate behavior of more complex living systems, thus providing a simple system answering very complex problems at relatively simple way and low cost. From the engineering point of view, it takes advantage of the MEMS research and development and the increasing improvement and advances in the field of sensitive optical sensors and Ultra Large Scale Integration (ULSI) Integrated Circuit (IC) technologies.

Several micro technologies platforms for basic whole-cell biosensor (WCBS) technologies are reviewed. In a previous paper [21] we classified those chips according to a. their mode of use and b. mode of sensing. The mode of use defines two classes of whole-cell biosensors: a. long term use whole-cell biosensors, and b. short term use whole-cell biosensors. The “mode of use” classification is based on the way the cells are handled prior to integration and their integration mode [19, 20]. Here are some details of the two classes of use [21].

1.1. Whole-Cell Bio Sensors for Long Term Usage

In this class of bio-sensors the cells are stored for a long period of time. When needed, the cells are activated and used and disposed. The cells can be used once or applied in a continuous sensing for days, weeks or even months. Those are bio-sensors where the biology is used for functional detection; i.e. the cell’s functional response to external excitation is an intrinsic part in the detection process. The biology is the base of the detection mechanism and the electronics and photonic circuits are used to extract the signal. Integrating living cells on a chip for long term usage require life science and engineering technologies compatibility. It requires special attention since both technologies use different and in some cases incompatible, materials and processes. For example, during micro-fabrication there are highly toxic materials and aggressive cleaning and etching procedures and in some steps the chip is exposed to elevated temperature, far beyond the limits of the biological component. On the other hand, the biological materials include contamination, e.g. alkali metals etc., which is hazardous to semiconductor devices. Therefore, it is a good common practice to first process the semiconductor platform, second to deposit the cells and third, start the measurement. Most WCBC use prokaryotes with specific storage and handling procedures [19, 20]. It can be extended to eukaryotes, such as yeast or even mammalian cells. Eukaryote cell integration is challenging requiring better on-chip cell maintenance and support than is what available today. One solution is to develop an “Incubator on a chip” for long term use.

1.2. Whole-Cell Biosensors for Short Term Use

In some applications the cells are placed shortly before the measurement. In this case the storage, handling and care of the cells occur independently of the bio-chips process. The chips preparation and the cells procedures are in two parallel routes. The cells can be measured immediately after harvesting or stored under optimal conditions in proper facilities and measured at a later stage, as is or after chemical, or biological process.

The mode of sensing is based on the way the information generated by the cells is converted and translated to electronic information. The “mode of sensing” classification is complementary to that of “mode of use” classification. Historically, a variety of biological assays has been devised for cell based sensing; for example, colorimetry, fluorescence, bioluminescence, and electrochemical detection [12, 22, 23]. The challenge to sense the cell response, providing the desired information, without affecting the cells sensitivity and its viability and metabolism. Note, we define whole-cell biosensor as a system that includes living and functional cells, integrated with photonics and electronics subsystems. We exclude here invasive and destructive methods that break the cell membrane. Since typical enzymes and other large molecules do not penetrate the cell membrane, we need to use methods that extract the information form living cells without compromising their viability and functionality. Here is a short list of such methods.

2. Delicate membrane penetration using small enough probes, e.g. carbon nano tubes, that do not cause damage [23].
3. Membrane interfacing in a way that will allow the desired signals to be transferred from the cell to the external world (e.g. deposit metal dots on the membrane [24-26]).
4. Examine molecules that are expressed at the membrane [17].
5. Use remote methods such as:
   a. Optical sensing detecting photo and bio luminescence effects [7, 9]
   b. Electrical methods, e.g. impedance spectroscopy, that are sensitive to changes of the dielectric characteristics inside the cells due to the cell response [15].

Note that there is another whole-cell bio chip family for neural sensing. Those chip integrate neural cells where the sensing is by coupling to conducting electrodes or to field effect devices [27] recording the spontaneous or triggered action potential of electrogenic cells as well as other processes, such as cell-acidification [28].

2. WHOLE-CELL BIOCHIP

2.1. General Platform Concepts

This paper is focused on whole-cell bio chips that are based on probing cell response to external excitation. The probing can be on the effect of the cell response on the system, such as at the impedance of cells attached to conducting electrodes [29]. It can be also due to the cell response itself. We present here a short description of a simple modeling method of the biological component in a method used in engineering for systems. We assume that the biological and the electrical systems can be described by a set of state equations defining internal variables \( q_i \), input \( x(t) \) and output \( y(t) \). This approach [22] allows modeling compatible with common electrical engineering simulators [30].

These methods are based on probing protein expression. The output of WCBC, \( y(t) \), depends on the excitation, \( x(r,t) \).
and on a set of internal variables. The input depends on position and time, and the chip generates a single response from each cell container which depends only on time. The system has internal variables, $q_i$, and their derivatives, $q'_i$, are a function of the input and time and the internal variables and their derivatives:

$$\{q_i, q'_i\} = f(x(r,t), q_i, q'_i, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The input can be any signal that causes detectable protein expression. It can be an external excitation (e.g. toxicity, heat) or internal causing changes in the pattern of behavior of cells. We assume that the biological response function is determined by a small number of rate limiting equations that depend on the response mechanism of the cells. Typical whole-cell biochip integrates $10^3$-$10^7$ cells each one generates a signal. The simplest assumption is that the cell response is independent. More complex analysis can take into consideration collective phenomena, such as “quorum sensing”.

The whole-cell biochips can be classified according to their output:

a. Optical Output – Either Photoluminescence or Bioluminescence

i. Photoluminescence – A Photo Luminous Protein is Generated in Response to the Excitation

ii. Bioluminescence – the signal is generated due to the reaction between enzymes (luciferase) and substrates (luciferin) that are generated in response to the excitation. The generation of the proteins involves either direct genetic processes where the generation is proportional to the induction or indirect genetic processes where the response of a built-in inhibition mechanism is affected by the excitation. [9, 31]

b. Electrochemical output – the signal is generated due to the reaction between an externally applied substrate with an electrochemically active protein generated by the cell in response to external induction [13].

c. Electrical response – probing the electrical properties of the cells; for example the impedance of cells attached to conducting electrodes on a solid substrate [29] or the spectral impedance response of cells [15].

3. OPTICAL SENSING

Optical sensing is based on either photoluminescence or bioluminescent whole-cell biochip [4, 5, 9, 32-38].

3.1. Photo-Luminescent Whole-Cell Bio-Chip

Photo-luminescent biochips require external optical excitation at a wavelength shorter than the expected emission. We demonstrated emission from genetically engineered E. coli bacteria that express green fluorescent proteins (GFP) in response to the presence of acute toxic materials. In this case the optical signal output is proportional to the concentration of the fluorescent protein ($C_{GFP}$). The GFP generation rate depends on the type of the reporters, promoters, toxicant, and ambient conditions. As an example to this system we present here the response of genetically engineered E. coli to induction by nalidixic acid in water (Fig. 1).

The system can be described by two state equations. The first one describes the rate of change in the concentration of the responding promoter, $P_r$, as a function of $G_0$, the concentration of the bacteria (M), and $C_{Tox}$ the concentration of the toxin:

$$\frac{dP_r}{dt} = P_r(G_0, C_{Tox}) = \mu \cdot G_0 \cdot C_{Tox}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $\mu$ is a constant.

The second state equation is derived from the assumption that the GFP generation rate is proportional to the responding promoter concentration. It is assumed that there is a one to one relation between the responding prompters and the triggered reporters expressing GFP [22]:

$$\frac{dC_{GFP}}{dt} = C_{GFP}(P_r) = \alpha \cdot P_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This model is useful at low concentration and it fits nicely the response to various inducers, such as nalidixic acid. At higher concentration, which varies from one toxic material to another, there is typically a decline in the overall response with increasing inducer concentration. A simple expression of the light emission from the microbes assumes that it depends on the GFP concentration, $C_{GFP}$, and the excitation $I_{ex}$:

$$I_{emission} = \eta \cdot C_{GFP} \cdot I_{ex}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

![Fig. (1).](image-url) Fluorescence emission from genetically engineered E. coli that were induced by the Nalidixic Acid (NA) [39] and measured by a Victor2 luminometer system. The microbes were engineered at the lab of Prof. S. Belkin at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
The excitation is per microbe, hence the over all emission should be the integral on the emission over the whole volume \((v)\) containing the microbes:

\[
\text{Total emission} = \iiint I_{\text{emission}} \cdot T \cdot dv = \eta \cdot \iiint C_{\text{GFP}} \cdot I_{\text{excitation}} \cdot T \cdot dv \tag{5}
\]

Where \(T\) is the transmission function between the light emission at the coordinate \((x,y,z)\) in the cell micro container and the output pupil of the cell container. Note that there is a further degradation in the luminescent signal due to the window and the optical filters transmission, the photon collection efficiency in the optical sensor entrance pupil and the sensor quantum efficiency.

### 3.2. Bio-Luminescent Whole-Cell Bio-Chip

First we describe the bio-chemical modeling of such devices. The mechanisms of bioluminescent whole-cell biochips are well described in a recent review paper \[9\]. It is assumed that light is generated by the chemical reaction between the two enzymes, luciferase \((E_L)\) and reductase \((E_P)\) that are expressed in response to toxic material and a long-aliphatic aldehyde that acts as a substrate \((S)\). The outcome of the chemical reaction is fatty acid with concentration \(P\).

The rate of change of both enzymes, luciferase and reductase, depend on their expression, thus it is a function of the promoter’s concentration, \(P_r\) \[22\]. However, they may have a limited lifetime thus the enzyme destruction rate (e.g. conversion to products in non-emissive pathways) depends on the enzymes concentrations.

\[
\frac{dE_L}{dt} = \alpha_L \cdot P_k - \frac{E_L}{\tau_L}, \quad \frac{dE_P}{dt} = \alpha_P \cdot P_k - \frac{E_P}{\tau_P} \tag{6}
\]

The promoters generation rate is similar to that given for photo-luminescent \(1\). This modeling predicts well the response to low concentration of toxic material. Better model, including higher concentration effects and more accurate state equations modeling is given by \[30\]. Typical response of such system appears in bioluminescent microbe’s response to external inductions \[22\]. An example for such response of genetically engineered \(E. coli\) bacteria is shown in Fig. (2).

Next we describe the optical modeling of the bioluminescent chip. The optical emission is assumed to be uniform in the exposed micro container. The light is emitted from each microbe over 4\(\pi\) spatial angle, reflected by the various interfaces, scattered by other bacteria and absorbed by other bacteria and the medium. An approximate modeling was given by \[39\] and more accurate modeling using ray tracing (ASAP\textsuperscript{TM} software package) \[40\]. They tested various reaction container geometries and microbial cell concentrations as shown for example in the next Fig. (3).

A major problem in such modeling was the estimation of the absorption of the microbe dispersion in the micro containers. Ben-Yoav \textit{et al.} \[40\] measured the absorbance of the \(E. coli\) cells in suspension by optical density (OD) measurements and a complete optical modeling of bioluminescence biochip is shown in \[40\]. We show an example for such modeling for the bio chip to the left and the ray tracing model to the right. Such modeling allows defining the system response as a function of the cell container shape. For example, we show in Fig. (4), the photon collection efficiency at the output pupil of a parabolic micro container filled with \(E. coli\). The paraboloid sidewalls were coated with aluminum.

A 3D optical model of a bioluminescence emitting bacteria localized in a whole-cell biochip was developed, allowing an optimization of light collection and detection. The model provides a convenient tool for a comprehensive analysis of stray light in the biochip by simulating several optical aspects with a ray tracing program. The optical aspects were optimized in response to bacterial concentration and system geometry. The results thus obtained will help to design a more efficient light collecting biochip. In the future, comprehensive understandings of bioluminescence distribution in biochips will allow deploying for sensitive applications that require a rapid detection of environmental toxicity in water supplies.

### 4. ELECTROCHEMICAL BIO CHIP

The electrochemical signal is generated by substrate mediated response. Under stress, electrochemically active pro-
Fig. (3). (A) Bioluminescent chip and (B) its ray-tracing modeling.

The electrodes are made of Au/Ti (working and counter electrodes) or Ag/AgCl on Au/Ti for the quasi-reference electrode. The chips are made either on thermally oxidized silicon or on polymeric substrates. The expressed protein are generated by the promoters, hence their total concentration, $E_T$, is proportional to the level of excitation by the toxic material.

$$\frac{dE_T}{dt} = k_{\theta} \cdot C_{\text{Tox}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The bio-chip solution contains substrate with concentration $S$ which interacts with the enzyme forming a substrate-enzyme complex, ES [41]. The forward reaction constant of that reaction is $K_1$ and the reverse reaction constant is $k_2$. Therefore, the total enzyme concentration is split into free enzyme concentration - $\bar{E}$, and bound enzyme concentration - ES:

$$E_T = \bar{E} + ES$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Fig. (4). The impact of the detector on the detection optical aspects: (A) detection yield and (B) detection efficiency.

tein (i.e. β-galactosidase, alkaline phosphatase) are expressed. Those proteins can interact with externally applied substrate (i.e. p-aminophenyl β-D-galactopyranoside (PAPG)) forming by-products that can be oxidized on specifically designed electrodes. Typical electrochemical biochip is operated under constant voltage and the oxidation current is measured as indication to the electrochemically active protein expression. Typical on-chip electrochemical cell is shown in Fig. (5).

An integrated whole cell micro-fluidic biochip for electrochemical water toxicity detection was presented by Ben-Yoav et al. [11]. *E. coli* cells were genetically engineered to harbor a fusion of the promoter of the stress response gene of recA and the reporter gene of alkaline phosphatase (phoA). The bacterial whole cells were integrated onto a micro-chip that was manufactured by MEMS technology and various micro-chambers with volume ranging between 2.5 nl and 157 nl with electrode radius between 37.5 μm and 300 μm. The whole cell biochip was used to detected two different genotoxicants, nalidixic acid and 2-amino-3-methylimidazo [4,5-f]quinoline (IQ) (Fig. 7). Its performance demonstrated minimal toxicant detection of 10 μg/ml for nalidixic acid using 30 minutes for induction and 0.31 μM for IQ using 120
Fig. (5). Electrochemical chip comprises four electrochemical cells. (A) Chip masks formed using CAD software (Electrodes mask – Black, Chamber wall mask – Red). (B) Closer look on the electrochemical chambers, each contains three electrodes. (C) Photo of the electrochemical chip. (D) Closer look on the real electrochemical chamber with the three electrodes.

Fig. (6). Amperometric response curves for on line monitoring of ethanol using the nano-bio-chip. The recombinant E. coli containing a promoterless lacZ gene fused to promoter dnaK exposed to 0.5%- 2% concentration of ethanol. The bacteria cultures with the substrate PAPG and the ethanol were placed into the 100nL volume electrochemical cells on the chip immediately after the ethanol addition (~1 min) and where measured using the amperometric technique at 220mV [42].

minutes for induction, both 3 minutes after the addition of the substrate material.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Whole cell bio chips were demonstrated integrating microbe as bio sensors on micro-fluidic chips. The methods use very common micro fluidic system which serves as the biosensor container and the source and drain of the fluids under test.

The microbes are positioned in the cell-micro-containers, typically in an agar matrix or other methods. The fluids under test are in contact with the microbe containing media. The toxic materials are transported towards the bacteria and induce the sensing genetic reaction. In the optical system light is generated and is emitted from the cell micro containers. In the electrochemical sensors the products transport in the cell container. That transport may play an important role [13] in the overall system time response and sensitivity.
Fig. (7). (A) Chrono-amperometric results of bacterial cells following increasing periods of induction time with nalidixic acid. (B) Impact of the IQ concentration on the differential slope of the electrochemical current.

Fig. (8). General whole-cell bio chip system architecture.

The biological response is modeled using state equations. A more comprehensive description of that approach [21] shows system level modeling for the calculation of the Minimum Detectable Signal (MDS) and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), note, that so far we assumed DC measurements where we follow the biological response by sample and hold of the information in few second intervals. This allows integration time of up to few minutes, increasing signal to noise ratio. However, it slows the response. Daniel et al [22] proposed using a low pass filter with a response similar to that of the system. This method works well experimentally, as it improves signal to noise ratio, however a more rigorous model of its theoretical background is required. An alternative method was proposed by Elman et al. [43, 44] where a light modulator on chip was built to generate an alternating photo-luminescent emission allowing heterodyne detection at a frequency near 1 KHz. This method, although more complicated, shifts the signal to higher frequency reducing low frequency excess noise. The bio-chip signal, either due to light or electrochemical reaction, is fed onto an electronics unit that amplifies filters or conditions the signal. All of this contributes noise, shape the signal and affects the overall signal to noise ratio.

In summary, we assume that the best modeling of such system should take into consideration all components: biological, fluidics, electronics, and/or optics. All should be integrated in one system model allowing full system modeling [30].
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